UNDERGRADUATE STUDENT GOVERNMENT
WINTER 2015 ELECTIONS RESULTS

Turnout

Runoff (11/30 – 12/02): 1,476 Ballots Cast
First Round (11/23 – 11/25): 1,727 Ballots Cast

Turnout by Class
Class of 2016: Runoff 303, First Round 297
Class of 2017: Runoff 446, First Round 466
Class of 2018: Runoff 406, First Round 502
Class of 2019: Runoff 321, First Round 462

President, Runoff (1,468 Valid Votes)

Aleksandra Czulak ’17: 835 (56.9%) *ELECTED
Simon Wu ’17: 633 (43.1%)

Breakdown by Class
Class of 2016 (299 Valid Votes): Czulak 168, Wu 131
Class of 2017 (445 Valid Votes): Czulak 268, Wu 177
Class of 2018 (405 Valid Votes): Czulak 226, Wu 179
Class of 2019 (319 Valid Votes): Czulak 173, Wu 146

President, First Round (1,623 Valid Votes)

Aleksandra Czulak ’17: 629 (38.8%) *RUNOFF
Grant Golub ’17: 264 (16.3%) 
Simon Wu ’17: 730 (45.0%) *RUNOFF

Breakdown by Class
Class of 2016 (282 Valid Votes): Czulak 113, Golub 36, Wu 133
Class of 2018 (482 Valid Votes): Czulak 174, Golub 94, Wu 214
Class of 2019 (414 Valid Votes): Czulak 147, Golub 79, Wu 188

Vice President (1,457 Valid Votes)

Jeremy Burton ’18: 840 (57.7%) *ELECTED
Shobhit Kumar ’18: 617 (42.3%)

Breakdown by Class
Class of 2016 (233 Valid Votes): Burton 158, Kumar 75
Class of 2017 (375 Valid Votes): Burton 250, Kumar 125
Class of 2018 (451 Valid Votes): Burton 260, Kumar 191
Class of 2019 (398 Valid Votes): Burton 172, Kumar 226

Treasurer (1,415 Valid Votes)

Hunter Dong ’17: 1,415 (100.0%) *ELECTED

Breakdown by Class
Class of 2016 (231 Valid Votes): Dong 231
Class of 2017 (396 Valid Votes): Dong 396
Class of 2018 (414 Valid Votes): Dong 414
Class of 2019 (374 Valid Votes): Dong 374

Academics Committee Chair (1,422 Valid Votes)

Patrick Flanigan ’18: 391 (27.5%)
Dave Landeta ’19: 107 (7.5%)
Shannon Osaka ’17: 924 (65.0%) *ELECTED

Breakdown by Class
Class of 2016 (228 Valid Votes): Flanigan 36, Landeta 6, Osaka 186
Class of 2017 (390 Valid Votes): Flanigan 53, Landeta 8, Osaka 329
Class of 2018 (428 Valid Votes): Flanigan 181, Landeta 13, Osaka 234
Class of 2019 (376 Valid Votes): Flanigan 121, Landeta 80, Osaka 175

Campus and Community Affairs Committee Chair (1,353 Valid Votes)

Michael Cox ’17: 1,353 (100.0%) *ELECTED

Breakdown by Class
Class of 2016 (215 Valid Votes): Cox 215
Class of 2017 (373 Valid Votes): Cox 373
Class of 2018 (398 Valid Votes): Cox 398
Class of 2019 (367 Valid Votes): Cox 367

Social Committee Chair (1,267 Valid Votes)

Lyon Aung ’18: 620 (48.9%)
Rachel Park ’18: 647 (51.1%) *ELECTED

Breakdown by Class
Class of 2016 (207 Valid Votes): Aung 101, Park 106
Class of 2017 (297 Valid Votes): Aung 127, Park 170
Class of 2018 (426 Valid Votes): Aung 241, Park 185
Class of 2019 (337 Valid Votes): Aung 151, Park 186
University Student Life Committee Chair (1,334 Valid Votes)

Jenny Zhang ’18: 1,334 (100.0%) *ELECTED

Breakdown by Class
Class of 2016 (210 Valid Votes): Zhang 210
Class of 2017 (344 Valid Votes): Zhang 344
Class of 2018 (414 Valid Votes): Zhang 414
Class of 2019 (366 Valid Votes): Zhang 366

Class of 2017 Senator

Kishan Bhatt ’17: 320  *ELECTED
Cailin Hong ’17: 209  *ELECTED

Class of 2018 Senator

Paul Draper ’18: 402  *ELECTED

Class of 2019 Senator

Ruby Guo ’19: 133  *ELECTED
Wesley Johnson ’19: 58
Chris Kellogg-Peeler ’19: 109
Andrew Ma ’19: 150  *ELECTED
Kai Xin Tai ’19: 91
Sarah Varghese ’19: 129